Abstract-The point-spread-functions (PSFs) of reconstructed images can be deformed due to detector effects such as resolution blurring and parallax error, data acquisition geometry such as insufficient sampling or limited angular coverage in dual-panel PET systems, or reconstruction imperfections/simplifications. PSF deformation decreases quantitative accuracy and its spatial variation lowers consistency of lesion uptake measurement across the imaging field-of-view (FOV). This can be a significant problem with dual panel PET systems even when using TOF data and image reconstruction models of the detector and data acquisition process. To correct for the spatially variant reconstructed PSF distortions we propose to use an image-based resolution model (IRM) that includes such image PSF deformation effects. Originally the IRM was mostly used for approximating data resolution effects of standard PET systems with full angular coverage in a computationally efficient way, but recently it was also used to mitigate effects of simplified geometric projectors. Our work goes beyond this by including into the IRM reconstruction imperfections caused by combination of the limited angle, parallax errors, and any other (residual) deformation effects and testing it for challenging dual panel data with strongly asymmetric and variable PSF deformations. We applied and tested these concepts using simulated data based on our design for a dedicated breast imaging geometry (B-PET) consisting of dual-panel, time-of-flight (TOF) detectors. We compared two image-based resolution models; i) a simple spatially invariant approximation to PSF deformation, which captures only the general PSF shape through an elongated 3D Gaussian function, and ii) a spatially variant model using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to more accurately capture the asymmetric PSF shape in images reconstructed from data acquired with the B-PET scanner geometry. Results demonstrate that while both IRMs decrease the overall uptake bias in the reconstructed image, the second one with the spatially variant and accurate PSF shape model is also able to ameliorate the spatially variant deformation effects to provide consistent uptake results independent of the lesion location within the FOV.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
EDICATED breast PET scanners have a role to play not only in diagnostic imaging of patients with dense breast tissue where mammography has limited sensitivity [1] , but also in tasks such as tumor characterization and monitoring response to therapy [2] - [4] . Quantitative, high-resolution PET images are needed to fully realize the benefits of dedicated PET imaging in these situations. Availability of a co-registered anatomical image is also desirable in order to better direct PET image guided biopsy, direct serial imaging of a localized region, and perform accurate attenuation correction of the PET image. One way of achieving these goals is to develop a combined breast PET-mammography or breast PET (B-PET)-digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) system where the breast gets imaged in the same compressed position in a common gantry. A simple, and natural solution is the use of two flat panel PET detectors [5] , [6] that are easily incorporated within the X-ray generator and detector setup of a DBT system (Fig. 1 ).
There are two potential drawbacks of such a design on the resultant PET image: increased parallax errors due to the small detector separation and consequently steep incident angles for annihilation photons with respect to the detector panel surfaces, and partial angular (limited angle) coverage due to the finite size of the detector panels; combination of both of those effects leads to significant point-spreadfunction (PSF) deformations in the reconstructed image and distortions in the direction orthogonal to the detector planes (as illustrated in Figs. 2-right and 3). The parallax error can, in principle, be decreased if the detector design allows the measurement of the depth-of-interaction (DOI) of the gammaray interaction within the detectors, but this typically entails other trade-offs in performance or in cost. On the other hand, the limited angular coverage of a non-TOF system violates Orlov's condition [7] and the consequent angular information loss cannot be recovered. We have shown, however, that TOF information can be utilized to reduce the consequence of angular information loss, and thereby reduce distortions and image artifacts and produce more quantitative images [5] , [6] .
In this work we combine the use of TOF image reconstruction with image-based resolution modeling (IRM) to capture PSF deformations related to reconstruction of limited angle data, parallax errors, as well as any other residual deformations, with the goal to decrease bias in lesion uptake measurement due to PSF deformations and especially to improve uniformity and consistency of small lesion uptake measurement throughout the imaging FOV. Although IRMs have been previously proposed and tested on traditional (cylindrical) PET systems, they have not been applied and studied for these kinds of data with such a strong anisotropic and asymmetric deformations. While the geometry we utilize is for two flat panel detectors in a dedicated breast imaging setup, the techniques will be applicable to other limited-angle PET scanner designs with other geometries. More generally, the presented methodology has much broader implications and is applicable to any PET system with deformed image PSF due to imperfect data corrections or image reconstruction.
II. IMAGE-BASED PSF MODELING FOR B-PET USING DIRECT
A. Image-Based PSF Deformation Modeling
Acquired emission data p for object/reconstructed image x are modeled in statistical iterative reconstruction algorithms as p = A x, where A is the system matrix describing the emission and acquisition process. For more efficient reconstruction, the system matrix is often factorized into a sequence of operations modeling individual stages of this process [8] , [9] : A = P Det.Sens P Det.Blur P Att P Geom P Img.Blur ,
where P Det.Sens models detector sensitivity, P Det.Blur models detector resolution (line-of-response, LOR) blurring, P Att models attenuation, P Geom is forward projection operation, and P Img.Blur models image-based resolution effects, such as positron range or other resolution effects defined in object space. While accurate modeling of the data acquisition process provides an improvement in the lesion uptake measurement and uniformity for a complete angular coverage data set, for limited-angle coverage, or for imperfect or simplified reconstruction approaches, the reconstructed image may still be distorted in a spatially variant way, negatively affecting the quantitative interpretation of the image. TOF reconstruction helps to reduce the limited angle effects, but the timing resolution that is achievable in practice (e.g., 300 ps) is not adequate to fully eliminate these distortions. Here we propose to include in the IRM any reconstruction or resolution related PSF deformations and other residual effects not captured in the other modeling steps due to model imperfections or simplifications. Originally the IRM was used mostly for approximating data resolution effects in a computationally efficient way [10] - [17] , but recently it was also used to mitigate effects of imperfect/simplified geometric projectors, such as Siddon or other simple ones [18] , [19] . Our work goes beyond these applications by including in the IRM also PSF deformations present in images reconstructed from the limited angle data of dual panel PET systems.
In the dual panel B-PET scanner the reconstructed PSFs are strongly elongated in the direction orthogonal to the detector panels (see Fig. 3 ); compared to ∼ 1.6-mm FWHM spatial resolution in-planes parallel to detectors, the orthogonal elongation is as much as 4-times this value. While the general PSF widths (FWHMs) have been found to be similar throughout the field of view, the PSF shape becomes highly asymmetric for locations out of the central plane from the mid-point between the detector panels (see Fig. 5b ). In this work we obtained PSF deformation models for individual locations in the (FOV) by fitting the reconstructed point sources at those locations based on a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) using two (shifted) 3D Gaussians (see Section III-B). This model provided a good fit for the data from the studied B-PET system, but other models can be easily applied too.
In practical use, the resolution model can be obtained from point-source data acquisition [20] - [22] and their reconstruction for a sufficient set of representative locations to characterize the PSF shape and its changes throughout the reconstruction FOV. The PSF at each image voxel can then be obtained by interpolating the fitted PSF parameters (or alternatively of the PSF kernel values) from those obtained at the acquired point-source locations [12] - [15] . In the dual panel system (in which the deformation can be well characterized by deformations in x, y, and z directions) the fitting/interpolations of the (GMM) kernel parameters can easily be done in the tri-directional way along x, y, and z-axes. In other systems, such as the ring PET systems with rotational symmetries, other parameterization and interpolation modes (based on rotational/spherical coordinates [12] - [15] ) would be more appropriate.
B. DIRECT Reconstruction of Limited angle B-PET Data
Image-based resolution/deformation models are applicable to any non-TOF or TOF iterative reconstruction approach using list-mode, histo-projection or histo-image [23] , [24] data, and using any reconstruction algorithm. In this work we have adapted Direct Image Reconstruction for TOF (DIRECT) approach to the dual panel data geometry.
The DIRECT approach is based on image-like partitioning of the data, which involves two steps: the acquired events are (1) sorted into a limited set of "views" according to the TOF angular sampling requirements and (2) histogrammed into a set of "histo-images" (one histo-image per view). Traditionally, binned TOF events are histogrammed into "histo-projections" (projections extended in the TOF direction). In the DIRECT approach, the acquired events are histogrammed directly into the "most-likely" voxels of the histo-images. Histo-images are defined by the geometry and desired sampling (voxel size) of the reconstructed image. Both acquired events and correction factors are placed into the voxels of their respective histoimages, which have a one-to-one correspondence with the reconstructed image voxels. Data and image with the same structure allow very efficient implementation of reconstruction and data correction operations.
Detector related resolution effects can be easily and efficiently applied within DIRECT forward-(FP) and backprojection (BP) operations [23] , [25] , [26] . Image-based resolution and PSF deformation modeling (IRM) operations (or their transpose) are applied in image space before and after FP and BP operations, respectively. In this work we combined all resolution effects into IRM, although some of them (such as parallax effects) could be modeled as part of the detector model within the FP and BP operations. For the IRM we implemented asymmetric and anisotropic kernels using fits based on the Gaussian mixture model (GMM). In the IRM tests and studies reported here we performed separate reconstruction for each evaluated lesion location using proper kernel for that location. The IRM operations using the spatially invariant kernels are very efficiently implemented in the Fourier domain as part of the DIRECT FP and BP operations. The spatially variant IRM tool will use spatialdomain 3D convolution-like operation. It can be implemented by applying a specific (interpolated) IRM kernel (or its transpose in the back-projection) at each voxel location. For practical kernel sizes this operation, even if performed in the spatial domain, is still faster than the rest of the DIRECT reconstruction operations. Furthermore, this operation can be easily and very efficiently implemented on a GPU, similar to our implementation of the spatially variant LOR models in [25] .
In the DIRECT approach, the data are partitioned and processed view by view. Limited angular coverage of the dual panel B-PET system means that there is a range of the views that are completely missing. In addition, many of the available views are also not complete, thus creating missing regions in the corresponding histo-images. This effect is modeled in DIRECT by utilizing the normalization histoimages generated by selectively depositing (histogramming) of the crystal-pair efficiency factors (only) along all valid LORs in the system into the histo-images. These normalization histoimages properly reflect crystal and geometric sensitivity in the histo-image regions with available data and contain missing (zero) histo-image regions where there are no available LORs (or views). This information is properly accounted for in the DIRECT projection, discrepancy and update operations.
III. METHODS
A. Simulations
We performed Monte Carlo simulations in GATE [27] for the B-PET scanner geometry composed of two flat detectors as shown in Fig. 2 . These simulations assume a fixed geometry and detector dimensions that are comparable to the developed B-PET system (see Fig. 1 ), although in practice the detectors can be moved closer as the breast is put under mild compression. Each detector is composed of 1.5 × 1.5 × 15 mm 3 LSO crystals with system timing resolution of 300ps. No object scatter or random events were included in this simulation study focusing on the image-based PSF deformation effects.
For obtaining PSFs at (lesion) locations considered in our tests, we simulated a set of point sources in air located at 2-cm increments along three representative lines (in horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions, as graphically represented in Fig. 2 -left) .
For the evaluation study, we simulated a breast phantom as a warm 14-cm diameter cylinder with uniform water attenuation containing a set of 25 5-mm diameter spheres with 4:1 and 8:1 activity:background ratios (shown in Fig. 2 -right) .
B. B-PET PSF Deformation Models
The PSF deformation models were obtained for individual locations in the (FOV) by fitting reconstructed point sources in air simulated at those locations. The PSFs were reconstructed without resolution modeling, and the reconstructions were run until convergence (i.e., until the PSF widths did not change). Ideally, these PSFs would be obtained from point sources in warm background that faithfully match the environment of each particular situation. However, it is challenging (and practically not feasible) to obtain accurate and reliable IRMs for statistical (non-linear) reconstructions based on point sources in warm background. The reconstructed PSF parameters and their convergence rates depend (spatially) on the particular object environment and characteristics, such as, Fig. 4 . Example of the vertical (y) profiles through the (blue line) RM-fixed IRM kernel using single representative 3D Gaussian, (red line) RM-var kernel using double 3D Gaussian within GMM fitted to each particular PSF location, and (black line) reconstructed PSF for the extreme out-of-the-center vertical position (at y = 6cm).
local background levels, lesion/point-source contrast, object attenuation, counts, etc. Furthermore, convergence rates for the point sources in a warm background are considerably slower than in the air [28] . However, if we were to run the PSF reconstructions (for realistic background) for sufficient number of iterations to guarantee their uniform convergence throughout the FOV, the PSF shape parameter fits would become unreliable due to the increased noise, especially for realistic count levels. The main purpose of this work was to capture the general PSF deformation shape and its spatial variations in order to improve both the lesion quantitation and to make it spatially uniform throughout the FOV, and not necessarily to absolutely recover the PSF deformations. Hence, we used point sources in air-a method that is also consistent with other works on IRM [12] - [16] .
For the IRM to faithfully capture the shape (anisotropy, asymmetry, shifts, and PSF tails) of the spatially variant PSFs (RM-var) the IRM kernels were obtained for each pointsource location by fitting the reconstructed PSFs with a GMM of two 3D Gaussian functions. The optimized parameters for each of the two 3D Gaussians were the widths (σ x , σ y , σ z ), shifts in x, y, and z directions, and their proportions (amplitude scales). The PSF fitting was performed using non-linear leastsquare fitting. Fig. 3 shows examples of the two fitting (3D) Gaussians, their GMM, and the corresponding y-profiles (in the elongated direction) for a PSF at (x,y) = (0,6) cm which has a strong PSF deformation in the y-direction.
In the comparison studies, we also used a single spatially invariant (elongated) 3D Gaussian (RM-fixed) capturing just the general (average) PSF elongation and width, but not the asymmetry, mispositioning, and shape changes. For this purpose we used average of the 3D Gaussian fit parameters of the reconstructed PSFs over the FOV. We used fitting procedure as above, but fitted just a single 3D Gaussian with the fitting parameters being its widths (σ x , σ y , σ z ), and shifts in x, y, and z directions. Note that although we were fitting also the shift parameters for each location, their average gives zero overall shift for this system. Examples of the vertical profiles though the single Gaussian fit (blue line), double Gaussian GMM fit (red line), and reconstructed PSF (black line) at (x,y) = (0,6) cm are shown in Fig. 4 .
C. Phantom Study, Image Reconstruction, and Analysis
Reconstructions were performed using RAMLA algorithm [29] , [30] within the DIRECT framework for both the PSF estimation as well as RM evaluation. We used 1-mm voxels, relaxation parameter 0.1, and performed a sufficient number of iterations to guarantee convergence of the PSF fits and CRC measures. In our studies we limited in the reconstructions the angular range to 17 transverse views (with angular steps 4.5 • within 38 • ) and 11 axial views (with angular steps 6 • within 33 • ). We compared 3 reconstructions; i) without resolution modeling (no RM), ii) with a simple fixed resolution model (utilizing spatially invariant single elongated 3D Gaussian; RM-fixed), and iii) using the GMM model using two 3D Gaussians fitted to a particular PSF obtained for each lesion location (RM-var).
Lesion uptake was measured by placing 5-mm diameter VOIs over each lesion location. Background uptake was measured as the average over multiple 5-mm diameter VOIs placed at matched transverse locations but in off-center slices (without lesions). Lesion contrast recovery coefficient (CRC) [31] was then calculated and used to estimate the quantitative accuracy. The variability in lesion CRC value due to location in FOV was measured by calculating the standard deviation of the CRC values across all lesion locations (including both spatial variations and noise effects on the CRC estimates).
IV. RESULTS
A. Point Source Reconstructions -IRM Generation and Testing
Figs. 5a) and b) illustrate x-and y-profiles, respectively, through the reconstructed PSFs (star symbols) and their GMM fits (solid lines) at 9 representative locations of point source positioned along (top) x-axis, (middle) y-axis, and (bottom) a diagonal. Each individual plot is centered on the (simulated) location of the corresponding point source. PSF profiles in axial direction (z-profiles) were similar to the x-profiles. Comparisons of the x-and y-profiles demonstrate strong anisotropy of the PSFs in the form of elongation in the direction normal to the detector panels relative to the intrinsic spatial resolution FWHMx = 1.6 mm. Furthermore, while the general widths for individual directions are similar throughout the FOV, the PSF shapes are strongly asymmetric in the vertical (y) direction as one moves from y = 0cm to y = 6cm (see also Fig. 3) , which is properly taken into account in the IRM by using the Gaussian mixture model for the distorted PSFs. Fig. 6 demonstrates the convergence properties of the PSF reconstructions with and without IRM for point sources at two off-center locations near the horizontal (x = 6cm, y = 0cm) and vertical (x = 0cm, y = 6cm) edges of the reconstruction FOV. We compare the relative widths (FWHMs) of the reconstructed PSFs in the x and y directions; although the FWHM is only a very simple proxy of the PSF (non-Gaussian) shape in the y direction for the off-center locations along the y-axis, it adequately captures the general PSF width and convergence performance of the tested reconstructions. The point source data in air were reconstructed using three different reconstruction methods; i) no RM, ii) RM-fixed, and iii) RM-var. In the central plane (y = 0cm) with the symmetric PSF shapes, even a single 3D Gaussian model is sufficient to capture the overall impact of the PSF deformation and both RM reconstructions converge to a single voxel (i.e., FWHM = 1 mm). However, their convergence is substantially slower in the y direction of the PSF elongation compared to the no-RM case. For the out-of-the-center plane (y = 6cm) position, both RM reconstructions still converge to a single voxel in the x direction for which the PSF is symmetrical. On the other hand, only the RM-var (with accurate IRM model) converges to a single voxel in the y direction with an asymmetric PSF deformation. The convergence rates are further slowed down for the more complicated (asymmetric) PSFs, as occurs for y = 6cm, as compared to the results for the symmetric PSFs, as occurs at y = 0cm. For simulated point sources (with a sub-voxel size) any statistical reconstruction from complete data and using accurate data models should converge to a single voxel (whether in air or a warm background). The purpose of this study was to test if the same is true also for the limited angle data (and with strong parallax effects) when using proper IRM reconstructions and to explore their convergence performance. Effects of the IRM on a practical, clinically more realistic, tasks and objects were subject of the breast lesion studies reported below. Fig. 7 displays examples of reconstructions of the lesion phantom with (from left to right) no RM, RM-fixed, and a (single) RM-var reconstruction (using IRM kernel determined for the location x = 0cm, y = 6cm). Note that for the RMvar evaluations in this study we used separate reconstructions for each lesion location with proper IRM kernel for that particular location. Future clinical RM-var implementation will involve spatially variant IRM operation, thus requiring only a single reconstruction for the whole FOV. The top row shows images from early iterations that are less noisy while the bottom row shows images from higher iterations at which the CRC measures in the individual reconstructions converged. In addition to the obvious increase in lesion contrasts with IRM, it is evident that the accurate IRM (RM-var) provides more spherical lesion shape. On the other hand, a consequence of the anisotropic resolution models (in both of the IRM cases) is the introduction of an anisotropic noise structures into the images with increased correlations in the direction of the PSF model elongation. The anisotropic correlations might have an impact on the detectability related diagnostic measures, however they do not impact the CRC measures assessing quantitative accuracy of the lesion uptake estimation evaluated in this work. located at symmetrical positions (and having the same PSF shape). For lesions on x-and y-axis pairs of symmetrical 4:1 and 8:1 contrast lesions are averaged; for diagonal lesions four symmetrical CRC values (two for lesions with 4:1 contrast and two for lesion with 8:1 contrast) are averaged. Fig. 8 illustrates the CRC convergence properties for individual reconstruction models for lesions on the y-axis (x = 0cm) with highly variable and asymmetric PSFs shapes. It can be seen that the IRM reconstructions converge to a higher CRC values, but at a considerably slower pace, compared to the reconstruction with no RM. However, only the accurate IRM reconstruction (RM-var) converges to uniform CRC values over the different lesion radial locations. In comparison, the RM-fixed reconstruction, which properly models only the PSF width but not its shape, gets saturated at lower, and less uniform, CRC values for the locations with the asymmetric PSF shapes. Fig. 9 shows the converged CRC measures (at 40, 100, and 100 iterations for no RM, RM-fixed, and RM-var reconstructions, respectively) for lesions at all representative locations (on x-axis, y-axis, and diagonal) throughout the simulated B-PET FOV; confirming the convergence of the RM-var reconstructions to similar CRC values throughout the FOV.
B. Lesion Phantom -IRM Reconstruction Evaluation
Combined measures assessing overall CRC levels over all 25 lesions in the FOV (average CRC) and variability of the CRC values (standard deviation of CRC) and their trade-offs as functions of the iteration numbers for each of the three reconstructions are shown in Fig. 10 , while their values at the final iterations (converged) are summarized in Table I . It can be seen in the plots that the no-RM case saturates at low CRC value relatively quickly and further iterations just increase the CRC variability. While in the RM-fixed reconstruction the variability initially decreases as the mean CRC improves, it eventually (at about 30 iterations) starts to increase as the average CRC gradually saturates. On the other hand in the RM-var reconstruction the CRC variability substantially decreases as the reconstruction converges (to the highest CRC values), while consistently providing the best CRC vs. variability trade-offs.
In summary, it can be seen from the plots and table that the IRM with the more accurate model of the PSF deformations (RM-var) is able to both improve the average CRC values (and decrease bias) and substantially decrease their variability throughout the FOV. In comparison, RM-fixed which only models the overall (elongated) PSF widths in x, y, and z directions but not the asymmetric shape and spatial variation within the FOV, also leads to higher average values of CRC, albeit with more variability throughout the FOV.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our results demonstrate the ability of properly designed IRMs to decrease the effects of the strongly asymmetric PSF deformations of the dual-panel B-PET system with limited angular coverage. Furthermore, spatially variant IRM faithfully capturing PSF at each lesion location throughout the FOV was shown to make the quantitative accuracy more robust independent of the location within the scanner field-of-view. Although the spatially variant IRMs have been studied before for traditional PET systems, none of the previous works involved a system with such strong asymmetries, anisotropies, and spatial variations that are characteristic of the dual panel PET system considered in this work. In this feasibility study we used separate reconstructions for each lesion location with its proper PSF model for that location for ease of implementation. Based on these promising results we will next implement a spatially variant IRM in our reconstruction algorithm, thereby varying the image-based resolution kernel within a single reconstruction. The IRM model will be determined from a limited set of representative PSFs at various locations, which will be interpolated in 3D to characterize the PSF at each image voxel. This will be followed by a quantitative evaluation of the IRM using realistic phantoms with lesions at various locations and local backgrounds.
In our studies, we modeled the PSF deformations using a Gaussian mixture model involving two (elongated and shifted) 3D Gaussians. This model provided a good fit of the shape of the PSFs obtained for the B-PET system, as demonstrated with simulated data generated with GATE and based on the geometry of this system; nevertheless, other models are easily applicable too. The PSF deformation model was based on converged reconstructions (without RM) of point sources in air. Although the PSFs for air might not exactly match (in absolute terms) the reconstructed PSFs in warm background, they provide robust estimates of general PSF shape and its changes throughout the FOV and were shown to lead to consistent lesion quantifications. In any case, even though obtaining of the reliable PSF estimates for exactly matched (non-zero) background environment might not be feasible, it is possible that adding a generic (ideal, uniform, low level, and no noise) background to the point source data (such as in [28] ) might provide perhaps even more accurate PSF estimates.
The relatively wide, anisotropic, and asymmetric (for off-center locations) IRM kernels used for the limited angle data from the dual panel PET system result in slower, and spatially variable convergence properties, as compared to the case with no RM. In our studies, we evaluated the IRM results using 100 (RAMLA) iterations to be sure that the lesion CRC measures were converged. Although it is not known yet if such a high number of iterations will be needed for practical applications, it is clear that a relatively high number of iterations will be needed for the dual panel PET system to guarantee uniform convergence of quantitative measures over the reconstructed FOV. Nevertheless, efficiency of the DIRECT reconstruction framework makes this goal clinically practical. On the other hand, when running reconstructions for many iterations, one will have to be also careful not to boost up the image noise levels too much, perhaps by applying proper post-smoothing or regularization.
Another side effect of the anisotropic IRM kernels is that they introduce anisotropic noise correlations into the reconstructed images. These do not affect estimation of the lesion uptake values, which was a main focus of this work. On the other hand, the anisotropic noise correlations might affect other clinical evaluation tasks, such as lesion detectability, and have to be properly taken into account when designing studies for such applications. For future work we will implement spatially variant IRM tools and perform detailed investigations of the IRM and reconstruction tools with simulated and experimental data acquired on the B-PET system that is under development and with applications relevant to its clinical use.
